Where to Find Us

Physical Address:  
Summer Session B (Bldg 230),  
Suite 110  
University of California, Irvine  
Irvine, CA 92697

Contact us:  
(949) 824-2489  
communityresilience@uci.edu

communityresilience.uci.edu

Mailing Address:  
UCI Community Resilience  
c/o UCI School of Law  
401 E. Peltason Dr., Ste. 1000  
Irvine, CA 92697-8000

The UCI Community Resilience Projects suite is located in Summer Session B (Building 230) on the UCI campus. If you are on Ring Road, the Summer Session buildings are in between Social Ecology I and II, past the Paul Merage School of Business. Once you pass through the arch labeled 230; Suite 110 is to the right. Here is the interactive UCI map to our suite.

The closest parking structure to our suite is Social Science Parking Structure. The best bus lines are C, M, and N; the best bus stop is University Center-South. Here is a link to one of UCI’s sustainable transportation options, the Anteater Express, with live bus tracking.